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Sustainability

TouchIT Technologies believes that sustainability is an important business practice in
today’s modern global economy. At TouchIT Technologies, we are constantly
encouraging improvement in all areas of environmental policy which include
monitoring the use of raw materials and natural resources. The design of our
products reflects our aim to minimise both raw materials and waste. The processes
that we put in place at our factory and offices reflect our aim to reduce our impact on
the environment. TouchIT Technologies seeks success in all areas of our business
and is committed to minimising the environmental impact of our business activities.
To achieve this commitment, we will:
•
•
•
•
•

Aim to continuously improve our environmental performance and integrate
recognised applicable best practice into our business operations.
Reduce our consumption of resources and improve efficiency in the use of
these resources.
Reduce waste generated by our business by implementing strong design
architecture at product conception and actively recycling.
Manage how our business functions in order to prevent pollution.
Ensure our raw materials are environmentally sound. For example, TouchIT
Technologies implements Steelcase’s e3 enameled steel surface in its
TouchIT Board™.

According to Steelcase, their e3 environmental ceramicsteel™ surface is the
industry’s premiere, ecologically intelligent visual communication surface for
whiteboards and chalkboards and the first and only visual communication surface to
achieve International Cradle to Cradle Silver certification. (www.steelcase.com)
•

Comply with all relevant environmental legislation.

To secure these objectives, we will:

•
•
•
•

At management level continually review and monitor our environmental policy
and set appropriate targets.
Encourage feedback on our environmental policy both internally and
externally.
Communicate the importance of environmental issues
Work together with our suppliers to encourage commitment towards improved
environmental performance at all levels of the supply chain.

This statement represents our general position on environmental issues and the
policies and practices we will apply in conducting our business. If you would like
more information please contact us via our website www.touchittechnologies.com
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